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WHAT IS THE TRADITIONAL CASE
METHOD?
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WHAT DOES THIS LOOK LIKE WITH
UNDERGRADS?
Three examples from our own teaching
An original narrative case
Analysis of visual material
Example from popular press

Clarify content material.
Increase participation.
Model analytical thinking.

ORIGINAL NARRATIVE CASE
What types of capital (economic, human, social, cultural)
factor in to Melissa’s educational success?
The Challenge

Integrate multiple weeks of theoretical concepts

The Goal

Improve conceptual precision by applying theories to a new
example

The Exercise

Review chart of key concepts; read narrative account
Group Discussion:
What are the important reasons for the outcome?
How might the outcome be different if [X]?
What part of the outcome isn’t explained by the theories?

The Unexpected
Benefit

Great depth of discussion… hit on a central tension in the
discipline (structure vs agency), but with concrete details to
ground the debate.

SAMPLE: ORIGINAL NARRATIVE CASE
Melissa is a 28 year old young professional, working an interesting desk job in a
major city. Af ter growing up in a rural west coast community, she became the
fir st in her family to earn a college degree, graduatin g from a top liber al ar ts
college. When asked to explain her educational path, she shares her stor y.
I graduated 3 rd in my class. I took the most advanced cour sework available,
including AP English Lit (the one AP cour se in my school ), calculus and physics. I
had good teacher s who pushed me to do well and encouraged me to “get out of
this place”—teaching is one of the few jobs for college educated people in the
town, and teacher s are well -respected.
The high school was the center of the community: the local newspaper
breathlessly followed the basketball team’s run for the state title each year, and
local businesses suppor ted the fundraising ef for ts of the drama depar tment,
choir s and band. My education was solid on the fundamentals, but my
competition on the debate team really helped me be more socially and
academically successful at a rigorous college. I spent my weekends arguing
about political theor y with kids from across the state, and most of my friends
from were other debater s instead of classmates from my own school. While I
never had to work during the school year, my par ticipation in debate was a
financial stretch for my family —the $25 I needed for food at weekly tournaments
wasn’t cheap. I was a successful debater, placing 2 nd in the state as a senior.

VISUAL EXAMPLE
How do visual images communicate concepts and
convey history?
The Challenge

See images as primary documents for historical analysis

The Goal

Move beyond description to analysis supported by details

The Exercise

Closely examine document individually
Discussion:
- Why was this document created and for what audience?
(what are clues in the document?)
- What does the document tell us about racial formation in
a specific time period? What role do racial boundaries play
in the construction of citizenship ideals?

The Unexpected
Benefit

High level of student engagement and enthusiasm.

SAMPLE:
VISUAL EXAMPLE

DISCUSSION OF POPULAR CULTURAL
CRITICISM
Controversial argument that young men today simply
fail to “Man Up”
The Challenge

Reading with a complex macrostructural argument is more
difficult to grasp because of an unfamiliar country context.

The Goal

Digest the week’s concepts by applying the theoretical
model derived from Japanese case to the US context.

The Exercise

Read a timely WSJ excerpt from a controversial book.
Map the argument on the board as a group.
Group Discussion:
What would this week’s reading suggest is missing from
this account?
What data are offered? Are these believable?

The Unexpected
Benefit

Students appreciate the chance to revisit popular material
with a more rigorous eye.

STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THESE
STRATEGIES
Discuss.
 Writing your own case
 Visual examples
 Examples from the news

What makes good case material?
What can go wrong?
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STRENGTHS OF CASE DISCUSSIONS
Can be effective even with a large group
Active participation
Real-time feedback on student confusion
Build confidence and skills for attacking
unfamiliar material
 Structured steps feel productive relative to
freer discussion.
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